
COSTUME: 

The “standard” uniform usually consists of shirt, jabot (cravat), waistcoat, coat, breeches, hose and buckled 

shoes all surmounted with a tricorn, the three-cornered hat. 

The shirt is generally unseen but lace on the cuffs adds much to the overall appearance and the lace can be 

stitched on to the cuff or on to elastic or some such material, and just pulled over the cuff. 

The jabot or cravat can be of any size and is made of layered lace attached to a “ribbon” fitted with Velcro to 

go around the neck. 

The waistcoat is mainly much longer at the front and without cutaway at the bottom front but otherwise as 

the standard waistcoat design. The material and design are down to the wearer. 

The standard coat design is usually knee length and with a short cape attached. The overall design is down to 

the wearer but colour and fittings, such as braid, frogging etc, are there to attract attention as well as to be 

functional. The choice of material is important as the coat must stand-up to ALL weather conditions, hot, 

cold, wet and dry and don’t forget wind. I suggest that the short cape be stitched so as not to be blown over 

the Criers head mid-bellow! From experience rather than having dummy pockets on the outside of the coat 

have real ones or, if not, have a couple stitched on the inside of  the coat. 

The breeches can be bought but it’s not a hard job for someone handy with needle and thread to cut down a 

pair of ordinary trousers and add a little decoration like a brass button or two. 

Hose, usually white, just about completes the attire. I suggest dancers tights as they are smooth and can 

cover most sizes of Crier including those flaunting a rather large corporation! The wearing of white football 

socks would lose you points in a competition but doesn’t stop many Criers wearing them. 

Finally the shoes. Plain black slip-on styles are the usual wear with a large “silver” buckle stitched on. 

Complete shoes can be purchased but are not cheap. Shoes have to be comfortable as there is usually a lot of 

walking or standing about to be done. 

ESCORTS (or CONSORTS): 

Many Criers, male and female, are accompanied by their “other half” and they may dress in matching attire 

if they so wish. If they choose to do so then that is totally down to them as regards design and purchase. 

Escorts are usually seen at competitions where they are judged and awarded prizes. 

EQUIPMENT: 

Most Criers draw attention to their proclamations by the ringing of a bell though that method of attracting 

attention is not carved in stone. There are Criers around who use horns, rattles (of the football variety), 

drums and other weird and wonderful contrivances for the whole object is to get peoples attention. A scroll 

is important obviously as it’s on that that your announcement is written though a posh looking proper scroll 

looks the part a sheet of paper is just as acceptable. The use of a staff is down to the Crier and though it 

looks the part it is another piece of equipment one has to cart around and to keep an eye on. On a number of 

occasions a Crier has put down such equipment and either forgot to pick it up or someone has waltzed off 

with it. 

THE PROCLAMATION: 

In the main the Criers write their own proclamations and must, at all times, avoid the subjects of religion, 

politics and sex for obvious reasons. Many use verse to get the message over and a certain amount of levity 

is always good depending on the subject matter.  

A TOWN CRIER IS AN AMBASSADOR FOR HIS OR HER TOWN AND ANY MISCONDUCT IN 

EITHER SPEECH OR ACTION WILL REFLECT BADLY ON THAT TOWN AND ITS PEOPLE. 

  


